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COMPACT DIRECTED SPACESO)

BY

L. E. WARD, JR.

Abstract. A directed space is a partially ordered topological space in which each

two elements have a common predecessor. It is a consequence of a theorem of A. D.

Wallace that a compact directed space is acyclic if each of its principal ideals is

acyclic. This result is extended by considering the situation where at most finitely

many principal ideals are not acyclic. It turns out that some of the elements which

generate nonacyclic principal ideals must be maximal and that the pth cohomology

group of the space must contain the pth cohomology group of such a principal ideal

as a direct summand. In the concluding sections it is shown that these spaces can be

made acyclic by dividing out a closed ideal which contains all of the nonacyclic

principal ¡deals, and some results on the acyclicity properties of minimal partial

orders on compact spaces are proved.

1. Introduction.    If (X, Y) is a partially ordered set and A<=- X we write

Y A = {x e X : (x, a) e Y for some a e A}

and AT is defined dually. If x and y are elements of X we regard x^y, (x, y) e Y,

xeTy and y e xY as synonyms. As usual, x<y means that x^y and x^y. A set

A = YA is an ideal of the partially ordered set, and if x e X then Yx is a principal

ideal.

If X is a topological space and the partial order T is a closed subset of Xx X,

then (X, T) is a partially ordered space. A directed space is a partially ordered space

(X, T) in which Tx n Yy is nonempty for all elements x and y of X.

We say that a topological space is acyclic if it has the SWAK ( = Alexander-

S.panier) groups of a point [3]. A partially ordered space is pointwise acyclic if

each of its principal ideals is acyclic.

In the setting of directed spaces Wallace's acyclicity theorem [6], [7] asserts

that a compact directed space is acyclic if it is pointwise acyclic. We note that the

proof given in [7] applies to an independent but related theorem for an appropriate

class of topological semigroups, rather than to partially ordered spaces. However

it admits a straightforward extension to directed spaces which we include in the

present paper (Theorem 3.1).
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The chief purpose of this paper is to explore the extent to which the cohomology

of a compact directed space is determined by the cohomology of its principal ideals.

Among other results we see that essentially complete information is obtained if

only finitely many elements of the space generate nonacyclic principal ideals. This

is followed by a theorem which asserts that such spaces can always be made acyclic

by the operation of forming an appropriate quotient space; specifically the quotient

space formed by "dividing out" a closed ideal which contains all of the nonacyclic

principal ideals. In the concluding section there are some results on the acyclicity

properties of minimal partial orders on a compact space.

2. Preliminary results. In this section we summarize most of the lemmas

required in the proofs to follow. Proofs of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 can be found

in [8].

Proposition 2.1. The principal ideals of a partially ordered space are closed sets.

An element x of a partially ordered set (X, Y) is termed maximal (minimal) if

(x, y) e Y implies x=y (if (y, x)eY implies x=y). It is convenient to let Max X

denote the set of maximal elements of X and Min X denote the set of minimal

elements of X.

Proposition 2.2. If (X, Y) is a compact partially ordered space, then Max X

and Min X are nonempty.

A zero of a partially ordered set (X, Y) is an element 0 such that {0} x X<= Y.

Dually, a unit is an element 1 such that IxjlJcT. Zeroes and units, when they

exist, are necessarily unique.

Proposition 2.3. A compact partially ordered space is a directed space if and only

if it contains a zero.

Proof. Let (X, Y) be a compact partially ordered space. If X has a zero, then

it is obvious that Yx n Yy is nonempty for all elements x and y of X. Conversely,

if the space is directed, then by Proposition 2.1 the principal ideals are a family of

closed sets with the finite intersection property. Since X is compact the principal

ideals have nonempty intersection, and thus a zero exists.

Proposition 2.4. If F is a closed subset of the compact partially ordered space

(X, Y), then YF is a closed set.

Proof. Choquet [1] or Ward [9].

Proposition 2.5. Let (X, Y) be a compact partially ordered space and let P and

Q be closed subsets of X such that P and YQ are disjoint. Then there exists an open

set U such that Pc U= UY and Q^X-JJ.

Proof. For each q e Q the sets P x {q} and Y are disjoint and hence q has a

compact neighborhood Kq such that PxKq and Y are disjoint. Since Q is compact
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there is a compact neighborhood Kof Q such thatPxKand Y are disjoint, and by

Proposition 2.4 the set YK is closed and hence U— X— YK is open. It is clear that

Ac {/and Q^X-Ü.

Proposition 2.6. Let (X, Y) be a compact partially ordered space and let P and Q

be closed subsets of X such that P and YQ are disjoint and gcMax X. Then X

contains closed proper ideals M and N such that X=M \J N, P^M—N and

Q^N-M.

Proof. By Proposition 2.5 there is an open set U such that A<= {/= UY and

Q<=X-U, so we let N=X-U and M=r(t7). It is obvious that P<=M-N,

Q^N—U and X=MkjN. Moreover, because Q^Max X, it follows that

gc/V-M.

Proposition 2.7. Let (X, Y) be a compact connected directed space and let

C={p e X: Yp is not connected}. If C is nowhere dense then C is empty.

Proof. If x e X let Kx denote the component of Yx which contains x. We claim

that ô e Kx. For otherwise Yx is contained in the union of disjoint open sets U and

V with Kx^ U and Oe V. Since Y is closed there is an open neighborhood W of x

such that T/c: U U V for each teW. Since C is nowhere dense there exists

t e (W-C) n U, and since Yt is connected it is contained in U. But OeYt—U, a

contradiction. Now suppose yeX and z e Yy. Since 0 £ Ky n Kz and Kz<^ Yy it

follows that z £ Ky and hence Yy = Ky.

On occasion we shall require certain standard results concerning the cohomology

groups of a compact space, pair or triad. Specifically, we assume the exactness of

the cohomology sequence of a pair and of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of a

compact triad [3, p. 29]. We shall also have occasion to use the strong excision

theorem [3, p. 89]. The three propositions below were formulated and proved by

A. D. Wallace [5].

Proposition 2.8 (Extension Theorem). If X is a compact Hausdorff space, A is

a closed subset of X and e e HP(A), then there is an open set N which contains A

such that e can be extended to HV(N), i.e. e lies in the image of the natural homo-

morphism H"(N) -> HP(A).

Proposition 2.9 (Reduction Theorem). If X isa compact Hausdorff space, A is

a closed subset of X and e e H"(X) such that e\A =0, i.e. e lies in the kernel of the

natural homomorphism H"(X) -> H"(A), then there exists an open set N which

contains A such that e\N=0.

Proposition 2.10 (Map Excision Theorem). Let X and Y be compact Hausdorff

spaces and suppose that A and B are closed subsets of X and Y, respectively. Iff is a

map of X onto Y which carries X— A topologically onto Y— B, then f induces an

isomorphism of HP(Y, B) onto HV(X, A).
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Now suppose (X, Y) is a partially ordered space, A is a closed ideal of X and

e e HV(A). A Y-roof for e is a closed ideal A of A' which is minimal relative to

(i) A<=R and (ii) e cannot be extended to HP(R). If he HP(X) then a Y-floor for h

is a closed ideal F of A'which is minimal relative to h\F^0. In case Y is the discrete

partial order ((x, y) e Y if and only if x=y) then A and A are usually termed a roof

and floor, respectively, and in this situation the two existence theorems below are

well known (see, for example, [2]). Their proofs generalize readily to the present

setting, and we sketch them briefly.

Proposition 2.11. If (X, V) is a compact partially ordered space, A is a closed

ideal of X and e e HP(A) such that e cannot be extended to HP(X), then e has a

Y-roof.

Proof. Let Jt be a maximal nest of closed ideals which contain A and to which

e cannot be extended. Then M0 = (~) Jt is a closed ideal containing A. That M0 is

a T-roof for e follows from the extension theorem and the fact that any neighbor-

hood of M0 contains a member of Jt.

Proposition 2.12. If(X, Y) is a compact partially ordered space, ifO^he H"(X)

and if K is a closed ideal of X such that h\K=0, then h has a Y-floor which contains K.

Proof. Let Jt be a maximal nest of closed ideals such that M=>K and /¡|A7#0

for each MeJt. Then M0 = (\ Jt is a closed ideal containing K. That Ma is a

T-floor for h follows from the reduction theorem and the fact that any neighbor-

hood of M0 contains a member of Jt.

We conclude this section with two more lemmas of an entirely technical nature

which will prove useful in the sequel.

Proposition 2.13. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, K a closed subset of X

and suppose h e HP(K) such that hj^O and X is a roof for h. If S and T are closed

proper subsets of X such that X= SuT and A"c s, then S n T is not acyclic.

Proof. If, on the contrary, S n T is acyclic then by the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

for the triple (X, S, T) we have

Hp(X) X Hp(S) © Hp(T),

and since h is extendable to HP(S) it follows that X is not a roof for h.

Proposition 2.14. Let (Y, Y) be a compact directed space with unit yY and let F

be a closed subset of Y such that y\ $ F. IfaY = {x, y^for each xe F, then Y contains

a closed ideal K and a closed subset M such that Ac K° — M, 7=A" u M and Kn M

is an ideal.

Proof. By Proposition 2.5 there exists an open set U such that yx e U= UY and

A<= Y- U. Let K= Y- U and define M= Ü u Y(Ü n A). The only conclusions of

the proposition which are not immediate are the assertions that F and M are dis-
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joint and that M n K is an ideal. If there exists xeFn M, then x e Y(U n K)

and hence x<t where teUnK. But then t^yu contrary to the hypothesis

that xY = {x,y1}. Since A" is an ideal, a simple computation shows that

Y(M n K) = Y(M) n Y(K) = Y(Ü) n Y(K)

= Y(Ü) n A" = (Ü n K) \j Y(Ü n K) = M n K.

3. Some structure theorems for directed spaces. We begin with a proof of

Wallace's acyclicity theorem for directed spaces.

Theorem 3.1. If (X, Y) is a pointwise acyclic compact directed space and if K

is a closed subset of X, then YK is acyclic.

Proof. Since Yx is acyclic for each xe K, each Yx is connected. By Proposition

2.3 there is a zero in X and hence YK is the union of connected sets with a point in

common. Therefore YK is connected.

Now suppose there is a least integer « > 0 such that for some closed set A"<= X

it follows that Hn(YK)¥=0. Let 0#« e Hn(YK); by the floor theorem (Proposition

2.12) « has a T-floor F. Thus Ais not acyclic and hence is not a principal ideal. By

Proposition 2.6, F contains closed proper ideals M and N such that F= M VJ N.

Thus h\M = 0 = h\N. Now consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

A J*
Hn~\M n N) —> Hn(F) —> Hn(M) © Hn(N).

If «=1 then A=0, and if «>1 then the induction hypothesis assures us that

Hn'1(M n N) = 0 and hence A = 0. In any event J* is injective so that J*(h\F)

= (h\M, «|/V)#0, a contradiction.

Corollary 3.2. Suppose the n-sphere Sn is partially ordered as a directed space

and that each principal ideal is acyclic in dimensions 0, 1,...,«— 1. Then S n contains

a unit.

Proof. For if card (Max Sn)> 1 then every principal ideal is homeomorphic to

a subcontinuum of A" and is therefore acyclic (in all dimensions). But then by

Theorem 3.1, Sn is acyclic, which is a contradiction.

It follows easily from the exact sequence of a pair that if A is a closed acyclic

subset of the space X then H"(X, A)xHp(X) for all p>0. Combining this with

Theorem 3.1 we obtain

Corollary 3.3. If(X, Y) is a pointwise acyclic compact directed space, and if K

and Y are closed ideals of X with Y^K, then K is acyclic and H"(K, Y) = 0for all

p>0.

There is one more corollary we state here which will have frequent applications.

Corollary 3.4. If (X, Y) is a compact directed space and if X contains closed

sets Xi and X2 such that X= Xx u X2 and Xx n X2 is a pointwise acyclic ideal,

then H'WxH^Xj © Hp(X2)for allp>0.
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Proof. Consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

Hp~1(X1 n X2) —> Hp(X) —> Hp(XJ © Hp(X2) —> Hp(Xx n X2).

Since X-y n X2 is pointwise acyclic, it is acyclic by Theorem 3.1. Consequently J*

is bijective.

For the remainder of this section we consider the case where (X, Y) is a compact

directed space with finitely many nonacyclic principal ideals. The next two

theorems establish the initial step of a fairly complicated induction.

Theorem 3.5. Let (X, Y) be a compact directed space and suppose there exists

exactly one element x± of X such that Yxx is not acyclic. Then xx e Max X.

Proof. First suppose Yxx is not connected. If xx e X— Max X, then X=

(J {Yx : x e Max X} is the union of connected sets with zero in common, and hence

X is connected. But then by Proposition 2.7 the principal ideal Yxy is connected,

a contradiction, so that x± e Max X.

Now suppose T*! is connected so that H^Yx^^O for some «>0. Suppose

0^=h e Hn(Yx!) and that xx<x2e X. Then, relative to the space Yx2, h has a

r-roof A.

Suppose Xj e Max A. Now h does not extend to A so that A# Yxu i.e. Max A

contains elements other than xx. By Proposition 2.6, A = At u A2 where Ax and

A2 are closed proper ideals of A and Xj e Ax —A2. Thus A2, and hence Ax n A2,

are pointwise acyclic and hence acyclic, by Theorem 3.1. However by Proposition

2.13, Ry n A2 is not acyclic.

Consequently xr e A — Max A and hence Xj <y e Max A. Since Yy is acyclic it

is clear that Yy = A. Moreover there is no element z such that xr<z<y, for other-

wise h would extend to Hn(Yz), contrary to the acyclicity of Yz. Thus the hypotheses

of Proposition 2.14 are satisfied so that Yy contains a closed proper ideal K and a

closed set M such that Xy e K° — M (the interior is taken relative to the space Yy),

Yy = K u M and K n M is an ideal. Moreover, K n M is a pointwise acyclic ideal

so that by Corollary 3.4, Hn(Yy)xHn(K) © Hn(M). But Hn(Yy) = 0 and h

extends to Hn(K). This is a contradiction and therefore xx e Max X.

Theorem 3.6. Let (X, Y) be a compact directed space and suppose there exists

exactly one element x-i of X such that Yxt is not acyclic. Then Hn(X)~ Hn(Yxi)

for all n = 0, 1,....

Proof. By Theorem 3.5, x± e Max X. If r*! is not connected, then the fact that

Yt is connected for all t e X—{x1} establishes the fact that X— {x¡} is connected.

By Proposition 2.7, X is not connected, and hence Xy is an isolated point of X.

Thus H°(X)xH°(Yx1) = G ®G, where G is the coefficient group. However, if

r*! is connected then X=\J {Yt : te X} is also connected, so that H°(X)x,
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Now suppose there exists n >0 such that H^YxJ and Hn(X) are not isomorphic;

then the injection j: Yxx -*■ X induces a homomorphism j*: H"(X) -> H^Yxj)

which is either not surmorphic or not injective.

If j* is not surmorphic then there exists h e H^Yxx) which does not extend to

H n(X), and hence « has a T-roof ; without loss of generality we assume that X is

that T-roof. Then Max X contains elements other than xlt so that by Proposition

2.6, X is the union of closed proper ideals X1 and X2 with x± e Xx — X2. Thus X2

is pointwise acyclic, so that by Theorem 3.1, X± n X2 is acyclic. But by Proposition

2.13 the contrary is true.

On the other hand, if /* is surmorphic but not injective then there exists

e £ Hn(X) such that e#0 andy'*(e) = 0. Then e has a T-floor A which contains Yxx

properly, and therefore Max F contains elements other than jfc. By Proposition

2.6, F is the union of closed proper ideals Ax and F2 with xx e Fx — F2. Therefore

Aj n F2 is a pointwise acyclic ideal and we may apply Corollary 3.4. That is,

Hn(F)xHn(F1) © Hn(F2) where the isomorphism (see the proof of Corollary 3.4)

is the natural one: J*(e) = (e\F1, e\F2). But this is a contradiction, for the fact that

A is a floor for e implies that e|A!=0, and e|A2 = 0 since F2 is pointwise acyclic

and hence acyclic.

In the statements of the next two theorems note that the case « = 1 is encompassed

by Theorems 3.5 and 3.6.

Theorem 3.7. Let (X, Y) be a compact directed space and suppose X contains

exactly « elements which generate nonacyclic principal ideals. Then those « elements

can be labeled x%,..., xn in such a way that for some m, 1 ímí«, {xm, xm + i,..., xn}

cMaxI, and if \^i<m, then there exists j^m such that Xi<Xj. Finally, if

xp<x<xq, then x e {xlt..., xn}.

Theorem 3.8. With the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 3.7, HP(X) contains

all of the groups Hp(Yxm),..., H"(Yxn) as direct summands, with the isomorphism

induced by the injection map.

Suppose « > 1 and that both Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.8 have been established

for the case of fewer than « elements generating nonacyclic principal ideals.

First, assume that Yxp and Yxq are not acyclic and that xp < x < xq. Then Yx is a

compact directed space which contains a positive number (less than «) of elements

which generate nonacyclic principal ideals. By the induction hypothesis one of

those elements must be maximal in Yx, i.e. x generates a nonacyclic principal ideal.

We enumerate the « elements which generate nonacyclic principal ideals arbitrar-

ily: xu...,xn. Suppose none of these elements is maximal. Then there exists

y e Max X with Xx<y. Since Yy is acyclic it follows from the induction hypothesis

that Yy contains all of the elements xu ..., jcn, and by a straightforward application

of Proposition 2.2 we may assume that y is minimal with respect to that property.

Since Yy is connected, it is a space satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 and
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hence Yxlt..., Yxn are all connected. At this point it is helpful to divide the argu-

ment into two cases.

Case 1. No two distinct elements of{xu ..., xn} are comparable.

By the minimality of v it follows that x¡r n Yy = {xhy} for each i=\,..., n.

If we write F= Yxy u ■ • • u Yxn-t, then F n Yxn is pointwise acyclic, and therefore

by Corollary 3.4

77"(0 rx.) « Hp(F) © H"(Yxn)

for all p>0. Since Hp(Yxn)^0 for some p>0, there exists heHp(\JUi rx¡),

A#0, and in the space Yy, h has a T-roof A. If Rj^Yy it follows that {xu ..., x„}

cMax A, but since h does not extend to HP(R) we infer that Max A —{x1;..., xn}

is nonempty. By Proposition 2.6, A is the union of closed proper ideals S and T,

with {*!,..., xn}c5— T. But then SnTis pointwise acyclic and hence acyclic,

and this contradicts Proposition 2.13. Consequently R=Yy and we can apply

Proposition 2.14 to the space Yy. That is, Yy contains a closed ideal AT and a closed

set M such that {x2,..., xn}<=K° — M, Yy = Kv M and Kn M is a pointwise

acyclic ideal. By Corollary 3.4, Hp(Yy)xHp(K) © HP(M) and by the induction

hypothesis HP(K) is a nontrivial group. This contradicts the acyclicity of Yy.

Case 2. The elements of{xu ..., xn} can be labeled so that xx< • • • <xk forms a

maximal chain, for some k>\.

For this situation we require a variation of Proposition 2.14 which depends on

Theorem 3.5. By Proposition 2.5 there exists an open set U of the space Yy such

that {x2,...,xn,y}^U=UY and x,.eYy-Ü. Let K=Yy-U and define M=

U u Y(U n A"). Obviously K is an ideal, x-i e K° (interior relative to the space Yy)

and Ku M= Yy. If x± e M then it is clear that xx e Y(U n K) and hence xx<t for

some t e U— U. But such an element / generates an acyclic principal ideal Yt, and

Yt has exactly one member which does not generate an acyclic principal ideal.

This contradicts Theorem 3.5 and hence xx e K° — M. As in the proof of Proposition

2.14, K n M is an ideal, and it is clearly pointwise acyclic. Therefore, by Corollary

3.4, Hp(Yy)xH"(K) © HP(M) for all p>0, and in particular //"(A) = 0 for all

p>0. But A" contains exactly one element Xy such that H^YxJ^Q for some/?>0,

and by Theorem 3.6, Hp(K)xHp(YXl).

Consequently some members of {x1;..., xn} lie in Max X. In order to complete

the proof of Theorem 3.7 it remains to show that if {xm,..., x„}cMax X and

{*!,..., xm_Jc X— Max X, and if i^m— 1 then xt<Xj for somey^w. If not then

we may assume x, is maximal relative to this property, and by Proposition 2.5

there is an open set U such that {xm,..., xn}c [/= UY and x¡ e X— U. Applying

the induction hypothesis to the directed space X— U, it follows that x¡ e Max (X— U).

If x¡ < x e Max X— {xm,..., xn} then Yx is acyclic so that by Theorem 3.1 the set

TjCj is acyclic, a contradiction. Therefore x, e Max X, which contradicts the

hypothesis.
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To prove Theorem 3.8 we consider first the case p — 0. It must be shown that

each component of Yx¡ lies in a distinct component of X. We let K0 denote the

component of X which contains 0. If x e X— K0 then Yx is not connected and

hence X— K0 consists of finitely many isolated points. Therefore, if x¡ e {xu ..., xn}

then the components of Yx¡ are Yxt n K0 and a subfamily of X— K0.

Now let p>0 and suppose {xu ..., xn} has xn for a unit. Then either X=Yxn

(in which case the theorem is trivial) or Max X— {xn} is nonempty and consists of

elements which generate acyclic principal ideals. The argument we use at this point

is patterned after the proof of Theorem 3.6. If j denotes the inclusion/ Yxn -> X

we will show thaty* is bijective. For if}'* is not surmorphic there exists « e Hp(Yxn)

which does not extend to HP(X), and so « has a T-roof A which properly contains

Yxn. By Proposition 2.6, A is the union of proper closed ideals Ai and A2, with

xn e Ax — A2. Moreover, no member of {xu ..., xn} lies in A2, for none of them is

maximal in A2 (Theorem 3.7). Thus A2 and R± n R2 are pointwise acyclic and hence

acyclic. By Corollary 3.4 we have

H»(R) « Hp(Rt) © Hp(R2) « //"(Ai)

from which it follows that since « extends to HV(R1), it must also extend to HP(R).

This contradicts the fact that A is a T-roof for «.

On the other hand, if j* is surmorphic but not injective, then there exists

e e HP(X) such that e^O andj*(e) = 0. Then e has a T-floor A which contains Yxn

properly. Thus A has maximal elements other than xn and hence F can be repre-

sented as the union of closed proper ideals, F± and A2, with xn e F\ and all maximal

elements of A2 generate acyclic principal ideals. It follows that F2, and hence

Aj n A2, are acyclic and therefore Hp(F)xH"(F1). But then e\F1^=0, contrary to

the fact that A is a floor for e.

Now suppose je,,-! and xn are distinct elements of Max X. We complete the

proof of Theorem 3.8 with a variant of the proof of Proposition 2.14. By Proposi-

tion 2.5 there exists an open set U such that xn e U= UY and {xx,..., xn _ Jc X— U.

By the induction hypothesis HP(X— U) contains H^Yxn-i) as a direct summand.

Further, since Yt is acyclic for each t e U— U, it follows from Theorems 3.1 and

3.7 that Y(Ü- U) is acyclic. Since

X = (X- U) u (fj u Y(Ü- U)),

Y(U- U) = (X- U)n(U~yj Y(Ü- U)),

it follows from Corollary 3.4 that

HP(X) « HP(D u Y(Ü- U)) © HP(X- U)

and hence HP(X) contains Hp(Yxn-i) as a direct summand.

For the case « = 2 it is possible to state a slightly stronger result.

Theorem 3.9. Let X be a compact directed space with exactly two elements, Xi

andx2, which generate nonacyclic principal ideals. Then at least one of those elements
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lies in Max X. If x2e Max X then either xx<x2 or xx e Max X. If xx<x2 then

Hp(X)xHp(Yx2) for all p = 0, I,.... If {x1; x2}cMax X then H^xH^Yx,)

®Hp(Yx2)forallp = 0,l,....

The stronger result does not hold if X has as many as three elements genera •' ig

nonacyclic principal ideals. In the Euclidean 3-space let X consist of the boundary

of the square {(au a2, 0) : O^a», a2^l}, together with the line segment joining

(0, 0, 0) to (2, 1, 1) and the line segment joining (0, 0, 0) to (1, 2, 1). Let A'have the

coordinatewise partial order, i.e. (au a2, as)^(bi, b2, b3) if and only if a,/^bt for

/= 1, 2, 3. Then A'is a compact directed space and there are exactly three points of

X which generate nonacyclic principal ideals: x = (l, 1,0), v = (2, 1, 1) and z =

(1, 2, 1). Moreover, Max X={y, z} and H1(Yy)xH1(Yz)xH1(X)^0.

4. A result on quotient spaces. In this section we establish the fact that any

compact directed space with at most finitely many nonacyclic principal ideals can

be made acyclic via the operation of identifying an appropriate closed ideal with a

point.

If (A", T) is a partially ordered space and F is a closed ideal of X, let X/F denote

the quotient space induced by the equivalence relation which identifies elements of

F, and let p : X->■ X/F be the projection map. Define a relation YF on X/F by

(p(x), P(y)) e YF if and only if (x, y) e Y.

The following proposition is straightforward (compare with Lemma 3.1 of [9]).

Proposition 4.1. If (X, Y) is a compact partially ordered space and F is a closed

ideal of X then (X/F, YF) is a compact partially ordered space, and if xe X then

YFp(x) and Yx/F n Tx are order homeomorphic. If, in addition, (X, Y) is a directed

space, then so is (X/F, YF), and {F} = p(0) is the zero of X/F.

Proposition 4.2. Let (X, Y) be a compact directed space and suppose F is a closed

ideal of X which contains all the elements xe X such that Yx is not connected. If

y e X—F then Yy n F is connected and (X/F) is connected.

Proof. To see that Yy n F is connected, suppose the contrary; then Yy n F is

the union of nonempty disjoint closed sets A and B with 0 e B. Let U and V be

disjoint open sets such that A^U and Ac V. Since Yy is connected, there exists a

net ya in (Yy n U) — A such that limya = z e A. Note that ya $ Fand hence Yya is

connected. Moreover Yya meets both U and V since 0 e Ac V, and hence Yya —

(C/u V) is not empty. Since Y is closed, the set Yz — (t/u V) is not empty. But

this is a contradiction since Yz<= Yy n F<= Akj B.

To prove that A/F is connected we observe that this is trivial if X= F, and if

X—F is not empty, then X/F={J (YFp(y) : y e X-F}. Since each YFp(y) is the

image under p of the connected set Yy, and since each of these sets contains p(F),

it follows that A7F is connected.
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Theorem 4.3. Let X be a compact directed space with only finitely many non-

acyclic principal ideals, all of which lie in the closed ideal F. If y e X— F then

Yy n F is acyclic.

Proof. That Yy n Fis acyclic in dimension 0 has been proved in Proposition 4.2.

Now suppose Hp(Yy n F)^0 for some/? >0. We may assume that y0 is the infimum

of a chain C<= X— F, which is maximal with respect to the property that H"(Yy n F)

^0 for each yeC. By Theorem 3.8 there exists xEMax(rynA) such that

Hp(Yx)=£0 and (since there are only finitely many such elements) there exists such

an x in Yy0 n F. If y0e F then Yy0 = Yy0 n A is not acyclic, and it follows from

the Extension Theorem that Yy is not acyclic for some yeC. This is a contradiction

and consequently y0 e X—F. By Proposition 2.5 there is an open set U= UY such

that y0 e U and F n U is empty. Since Yt is acyclic for each t e 8U n Yy0, it

follows that Y(8U n Yy0) is acyclic (Theorems 3.1 and 3.7). By the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence for the triple (Yy0, Yy0-U, Yy0 n (Ü U Y(8U)):

Hp-\Y(8UnYyQ)) -^ Hp(Yy0)

Hp(Yy0- U) © Hp(Yy0 n (Ü U Y(8U))) -► H»(Y(8U n Yy0)) = 0,

it follows that

Hp(Yy0) x Hp(Yy0-U) © Hp(YyQ n (Ü U Y(8U)))

and hence H"(Yy0- U) = 0. But Hp(Yy0- U) contains //p(rx)asadirect summand,

by Theorem 3.8, and this is a contradiction.

Corollary 4.4. If X is a compact directed space with only finitely many non-

acyclic principal ideals, all of which lie in the closed ideal F, then X/F is acyclic.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1 it is enough to show that YFp(y) is acyclic for each

y e X—F, and hence it suffices to show that Yy/Yy n Ais acyclic for each y e X—F.

By Theorem 4.3 and the exact sequence for the pair (Yy, Yy n F) it follows that

Hp(Yy, Yy n F)xHp(Yy) for all/? = 0, 1,..., and by the Map Excision Theorem

(Proposition 2.10) we have Hp(Yy/Yy n F)xHp(Yy, Yy n A). Since Yy is acyclic

by hypothesis, the theorem is proved.

As an example of an application of this result we can prove the following.

Corollary 4.5. If the n-cell Bn is partially ordered as a directed space so that the

bounding (n-l)-sphere S""1 is an ideal, then either Sn~1 contains infinitely many

nonacyclic principal ideals or there exists xe Bn — Sn~1 with Yx nonacyclic.

For certain lower dimensional examples it is not hard to see that Corollary 4.4

is true without the hypothesis that only finitely many principal ideals are nonacyclic.

It would be interesting to know if this is true in general, thus permitting a stronger

conclusion in Corollary 4.5.
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5. Some remarks on minimal partial orders. We begin this section by recalling

a theorem from [9].

Theorem 5.1. If (X, Y) is a compact directed space with connected principal

ideals, then X admits a partial order which is minimal with respect to those properties.

This result was of interest since it was crucial to the proof of Koch's arc theorem

[4] given in that paper. We note here that Theorem 5.1 is merely the O-dimensional

analogue of a much stronger result.

Theorem 5.2. If (X, Y) is a pointwise acyclic, compact directed space, then X

admits a partial order which is minimal with respect to those properties.

Proof. Let r = (~) Ya where Ya is a nest of partial orders satisfying

(i) Ya is closed,

(ii) {0}xA"cra,

(iii) Tax is acyclic, for each xe X.

It is a simple exercise to verify that Y is a closed partial order and that (A", Y) is

directed. Since Tx=n r»*» it follows that each principal T-ideal is connected. It

remains to show that Hn(Yx) = 0 for each x e X and each «>0. If, on the other

hand, there exists xe A' and n>0 such that Hn(Yx) contains h^O, then by the

Extension Theorem there is an open set V=> Yx such that h can be extended to

Hn(V). But there exists an a such that Txcraxc Kand hence h can be extended

to Hn(Yax), a contradiction.

We now consider a related question.

Theorem 5.3. Let X be a compact space and suppose Y is a partial order on X

which is minimal with respect to (X, Y) being a directed space with connected principal

ideals. Then each principal dual ideal of(X, Y) is connected.

Proof. If some xr is not connected then xr=F u Q where P and Q are non-

empty disjoint closed sets and xeP. By Proposition 2.2 there exists qe Min Q

and p e Max (r<7 n A), so that pY n Yq = {p, q}. We may now exploit an argument

first used in [9]. Since A" is a Hausdorff space, there are disjoint open sets U and V

with p e U and qeV. Let

F = {(x, y) e Xx X : xY C\ Yy-(U u V) ¿ 0}.

Because Y is closed, so is F, and hence

A = Y-(Ux V-F)

is also closed. Since Y is reflexive and U and V are disjoint, one sees that A is

reflexive, and the asymmetry of Y implies that A has the same property. To see

that A is transitive, suppose that a Ab and b Ac but (a, c)e Xx X— A. Since

(a, c) e T, it is clear that

(a, c)e Ux V-F
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and thus ar n Yc<= U u V, so that b e U or be V. If be U then, since ceV and

(b, c) £ A, we infer that (b, c)e F and consequently

bYnYc-(Uv V) # 0.

But then

aYnYc-(Uv V) #0,

i.e. (a, c) £ A, a contradiction. A similar contradiction ensues if b e Fand therefore

A is transitive.

Now let y e X; if y e X— V then Ay= Yy and hence Ay is connected. If ye V

then for each xeAj— V, the set Ax = Tx: is connected and contains the zero

element, and hence

Ay- V = U {Ax : x e Ay- V}

is connected. Since Yy is connected, each component of Yy n V meets Ay — V;

but Yy n V= Ay n F so that Ay is connected.

We have shown that (X, A) is a directed space with connected principal ideals.

Moreover, A is properly contained in Y, because (p, q)eY—A. This contradicts

the minimality of Y, and the theorem follows.

It has been pointed out to me by Professor E. D. Tymchatyn that Theorem 5.3

is no longer true if the word "connected" is replaced by the word "acyclic".

Nevertheless it would still be interesting to know if there are reasonable conditions

under which an extension of this sort is possible.
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